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We have studied photoproduction using a 1 m streamer chamber at DESY and a tag- 
ged photon beam with an energy range of 1.6 GeV < E_,, < 6.3 GeV. We analysed ap- 
proximately 30 000 events and report topological, channel and resonance production 
cross sections for a large number of reactions with three and five outgoing charged par- 
ticles. 

1. Introduction 

Photoproduction cross sections for multiparticle processes have been determined 
in a number of experiments [I-S]. However, in most of the previous experiments 
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there was the difficulty of having a photon beam with a wide energy spectrum and 
no possibility to measure the photon energy for individual events. Therefore the 

photon energy could be determined only for reactions with no neutrals in the final 
state (from 3-constraint kinematic fits to the final-state energies and momenta), 
while for channels with one (or more) neutrals the photon energy was unknown and, 
since the photon flux depended on energy, no cross sections could be given. Other 
experiments [3,5] partly overcame this difficulty by using a beam with a narrow 
energy spectrum, but these measurements were made at only a few discrete energies. 

To amend this situation, and to study systematically the energy dependence of 
the various cross sections, we have undertaken a comprehensive study in which we 
used an energy tagged broad band photon beam, together with a 1 m long streamer 
chamber with a built-in hydrogen target, to detect all charged particles in the final 
state. The lab beam energy range covered was 1.6 GeV <E, < 6.3 GeV. The pho- 
tons were produced by bremsstrahlung from monochromatic positrons in a thin ra- 
diator, and the momentum of the scattered positrons was measured in a magnetic 

field with a counter hodoscope to an accuracy of 230 MeV. This was amply sufficient 
for a clean kinematical separation of events with zero, or more than one neutral par- 
ticle in the final state. 

In sect. 2 we describe the experiment, and in sect. 3 the results for topological 
and channel cross sections are presented as well as for resonance production as ob- 
tained from maximum likelihood fits to the mass distributions. 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Photon beam 

A monochromatic positron beam of energy 6.5,4.3,3.5 or 2.9 GeV and an ener- 
gy width of 0.5% was hitting a 1.2 mm Al radiator, producing bremsstrahlung. The 
recoil positrons were momentum-analyzed with a C-magnet of 21 kG and detected 

I I I I I I 

TAGGING SYSTEM 0 lm 

Fig. 1. Experimental set up, tagging system. 
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in a hodoscope of 12 scintillation counters, overlapping each other (photon tagging 
system, TAG), fig. 1. To ensure a photon was emitted, electron pair production was 
vetoed by detecting the electron on the other side in the counters V3 and V6, or, if 
the electron had a too low energy, by detecting the second, more energetic positron 
in the veto counter V4 at the end of the tagging hodoscope, The veto counter on 
the electron side excluded also events with a more energetic knock-on electron. 
Photons outside the beam were vetoed by a shower counter with a hole of 3 cm dia- 
meter (V5) through which the beam was passing. 

Measurements with a total absorption photon counter in the y beam showed that 
in 92% of the cases a count in the tagging system including the veto counters were 
associated with a high energy photon. 

The remaining 8% of the tagging counts are due to an incomplete coverage of the 
background processes by the various veto counters (Vl-V5). Because this fraction 
(8%) is not related to photons in the beam it does not contribute to event triggers. 
Only on the level of accidental coincidences these counters could introduce a bias, 

but this was found to be completely neglible. 
By detecting the recoil positron in the momentum analyzing magnet the photon 

energy is known within 21%. By triggering the streamer chamber on e+e- pairs we 
could independently measure the energy of the photons. This thus determined en- 
ergy was in 92% of all triggers associated with an high energy photon, not more than 

90 MeV lower than the value given by the tagging system. 

2.2. The streamer chamber 

The double gap streamer chamber [6] with a sensitive volume of 100 X 60 X 
(2 X 16) cm3 was filled with a helium neon mixture (70% Ne, 3% He) at atmos- 
pheric pressure. By adding a small amount (-10-7) of electronegative SF,, the me- 
mory time was reduced to 2 psec. A 400 kV, 10 nsec pulse was applied; it was gene- 
rated with a 14 stage Marx generator and a 0.8 m coaxial Blumlein system. The 
streamer chamber was operated in a nearly homogenous magnetic field of 21 kG. 

Pictures were taken with 3 cameras with a stereo angle of 18”. The average de- 
magnification was 38, a 35 mm focal length system with f number 2 and Kodak 
Tri-X Aerographic film SO265 were used. 

2.3. The trigger system 

The photons passed through a liquid hydrogen target of 3.8 cm length inside the 
streamer chamber, and were then counted in a totally absorbing shower counter S of 
11 rad lengths (fig. 2). The target was surrounded by a cylindrical scintillation coun- 
ter T with a window at the entrance of the beam. This counter counted the particles 
coming out of the target and simultaneously served as a vacuum container for the 
target. To veto e+ee pair production we used two counters (0, U in fig. 2) in a plane 
through the target and perpendicular to the magnetic field. 

The trigger condition for hadronic events was TAG * T. S* (0 + U), for e+e- pairs 
TAG * T* 0 * U and the number of “tagged” photons was obtained as the counting 

rate TAG * S. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental set up, streamer chamber and trigger counters. 

Double bremsstrahlungs processes in the radiator do not contribute to event 
triggers, since one photon always reaches the shower counter. The event generated 
in the target by the second photon is therefore vetoed. 

Data were taken with an intensity of S-10 thousand tagged photons per set 
(x0.1 MHz). 

2.4. Scanning and measuring procedure 

The pictures showed so few background tracks that it was possible to scan and 
measure the pictures in one step. We took 870 000 pictures from which 14% showed 
a hadronic event produced in the hydrogen or the target counter. Part of the film 

was scanned twice from which a scanning efficiency of greater than 99% was found. 
Since for 9% of the events one of the charged particles was stopped inside the target 
scintillator, we measured events with a total charge of the outgoing visible particles 
Q = 0 or 1. The events were measured on conventional bubble chamber film measur- 
ing devices and in part on SMP’s (Scanning and Measuring Projectors). Geometric 
reconstruction and kinematic fits were done using the THRESH and GRIND [7] 
program chain. Badly measured events were measured twice. Finally 2% of the events 
remain unmeasurable. 

For each particle with momentum below 1 GeV/c for a given mass assignment 
the ionization predicted from the momentum was checked on the scanning table. 
The accuracy of the momentum and angle measurements was determined by the 
average track residual, a measure of the standard deviation of the point coordinate 
measurement error. It was 7 pm on the film corresponding to 275 pm in real space. 
Part of the e+e- pairs was also measured on a flying spot digitizer [8]. Here we ob- 
tained an average track residual of 3.5 pm corresponding to 140 pm. 

Before entering the kinematic program GRIND the invisible vertex is reconstructed 
in order to seperate events originating in the hydrogen target. For this reconstruction 
at least two visible tracks are needed which precludes an analysis of one-prong events. 
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The accuracy of the reconstruction is 0.05 cm in the plane perpendicular to the op- 
tical axis and 0.5 cm in the direction parallel to the optical axis. The momenta and 
angles of the outgoing particles are corrected for energy loss and multiple scattering 
inside the scintillation counter. 

Most of the hadronic events originate from photon interactions in the trigger 
scintillation counters. Due to the excellent vertex reconstruction accuracy the events 
not coming from the hydrogen target could be separated. A remaining contamina- 
tion from non-hydrogen events is less than 2%. 

Finally we obtain a sample of 29 748 events produced in hydrogen and evenly 
distributed over the photon energy range from 1.6 GeV to 6.3 GeV. 

2.5. Determination of cross sections 

In this experiment we measure the cross sections for events with at least two out- 
going charged particles. The cross sections are determined by counting the events 
produced in the hydrogen target and dividing by the measured photon flux. 

l- 

O.B- 

0.6 - 

f 

I 1 
1 ths exp 

E, (GeV) 

Fig. 3. Energy dependence of the topological cross sections. All cross sections except the total 

l-prong cross section are normalized to expression (1) given in subsect. 2.5 (dashed line). ET is 
the photon energy in the lab system. 
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For determining the total cross sections several corrections are necessary: 
(i) Part of the beam (20%) did not go through the hydrogen target. 
(ii) Due to double bremsstrahlung 6% of the events are vetoed by the shower 

counter. 
(iii) Corrections are also necessary for the deadtime of the shower counter. In the 

6.5 GeV run this correction is large (34%) because the shower counter is counting 

not only the tagged photons (4.1 GeV <E, < 6.3 GeV) but all photons above its 
threshold. 

The results for the total photoproduction cross section corrected for one-prong 
events are within errors in agreement with published data [3,9] over the whole en- 

ergy range covered (fig. 3). However, since our systematic uncertainties are of the or- 
der of 15% we prefer to normalize our data to the published total cross sections, or 
rather to a smooth fit to them. 

The expression we use is 

otot - ‘Jl prong = 98.7 pb + (1) 

where E, is measured in GeV. The first two terms are taken from ref. [lo] and the 
last one is a fit to the one-prong cross section [3], which was not analysed in this 
experiments. The last term also determines the error of this normalization to be 5% 
independent of energy. This error is not accounted for in the partial cross sections 

given below. 

3. Results 

3.1. Topological cross sections 

In order to determine the topological cross sections we use all measured events 
with a total charge of the outgoing visible tracks Q = 0 or 1 and which have their 
fitted vertex inside the hydrogen target. The 2% of unmeasurable events are taken 
to be a random sample and added accordingly for each topology. This number of 
events must still be corrected for losses due to the veto counters. To do this, each 
event is rotated around the beam axis by steps of 1 “; if a particle hits one of the 

veto counters this step is marked. The ratio of marked over unmarked steps gives a 
weight factor for each event. The resulting corrections are of the order of 20% for 
two prongs and 15% for five prongs. There is, however, a class of events in which 
one particle goes nearly in the forward direction (8 < 2”) (0 = angle between out- 
going particle and beam); these events are always vetoed and cannot be corrected by 
the method mentioned above. To correct these losses we plot cos 0 for all particles. 
The particles missing near cos 8 = 1 define a correction of 2%. 

In our high energy run (Er > 4.0 GeV) we used a target counter of 3 mm scintil- 
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Table 1 
Corrections and systematic uncertainties for calculating the topological cross sections 

Scanning and measuring of events with total charge on outgoing visible 

track Q = 0 or 1 only 3+ 1% 

Scanning losses f 1% 

Veto weight for events with tracks having 0 > 2” 

Veto weight for events with tracks having 0 < 2” 

Inefficiency of target counter for E7 > 4.0 CeV and two-prong events 

Inefficiency of target counter for Ey > 4.0 GeV and events with more than 

two tracks __ ~~ ._ ~~ ~~ _~~ _~ 

16+ 2% 

2 1.2% 

46 f 5% 

lo* 2% 

lator thickness, in the other runs one of 5 mm thickness. The 3 mm counter shows 
an inefficiency for two minimum ionizing particles of 46% as found from measure- 
ments of the e+e- pair cross sections. This target counter inefficiency gives large 

corrections for such three-prong events in which the proton is stopped inside the 
hydrogen of the target (in the very low Itp+p I region). 

The numbers so corrected are added and normalized to the total cross section 
from formula (1). 

In table 1 we summarize the corrections and uncertainties of the topological 
cross sections. In tables 2 and fig. 3 the topological cross sections are shown. Within 
the errors they agree with the results from other experiments [2-5,191. The last 
row in table 2 gives the cross section for all events with a visible decay (V or kink) 
of a charged or neutral strange particle. These cross sections are not included in the 
prong cross section. It should be noted, however, that the cross sections for events 
with visible strange particle decays are experiment-dependent since no corrections 
have been made due to decays outside the visible volume of the chamber or within 

the vertex reconstruction accuracy. 

3.2. Channel cross sections 

In this section we discuss the determination of cross sections for four-constraint 

(4C) events (i.e. events with no outgoing neutral particle), for one-constraint (IC) 
events (with one neutral particle (n O, n) or, in the case of an even number of out- 

going charged particles, events where the 7r+ or p are stopping inside the target coun- 
ter. 

With the kinematic reconstruction program GRIND the following processes are 

fitted: (m = 1, 2, 3) 

yp -+ pmn+mn- (4 
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yp + pmn+mn-7r0 

yp + n(m + l)n+mn- 

@I 

(c) 

(i) 4C events 
Events which give a 4C-fit are accepted if the fit probability was P(x*) > 0.01 and 

if the missing mass squared was zero within the limits 

lMM21<3*AMM2. 

Each event is checked for the correct ionization. Additional lC-fits are disregarded. 

The number of fitted events is corrected for acceptance losses (see subsect. 3.1). 
(ii) I C events with one unmeasured charged particle 
If a proton or rr+ stops inside the target counter, the reaction yp + p(mz’)(mn-) 

(m 2 1) gives a one-constraint fit. In these cases we check whether the calculated 
momentum of the missing particle is less than 300 MeV for protons or 200 MeV for 
pions provided the dip angle of the missing particle is Ihl< 0.72 rad. For larger dip 
angles it is possible for the particle to escape through the target enclosure such that 
larger momenta are possible. 

The number of fitted events of reaction (a) is corrected for acceptance losses 
(-20%). A possible contamination of reaction (a) with other reactions is less than 
2%. This error is small compared to the error from the acceptance corrections and 
therefore neglected. 

(iii) I C events with neutral particles 
We now turn to reactions (b) and (c) with one kinematic constraint. A fit is ac- 

cepted if there is agreement in the observed and calculated ionization, and if the mis- 
sing mass is correct within two standard deviations 

lMM* -‘M2 
nom 

I < 2AMM* . 

If there is more than one accepted fit the hypothesis with the smaller missing mass 
difference divided by the average error AMM is accepted: 

IMM* - M$ l/AMM;, or IMM* - M; I/AMM; . 

The estimated uncertainty of this method is 3% for no and 5% for n hypotheses. 
The distribution of fit probabilities P(x*) increases below 0.20. This is presumably 

due to events with two neutrals, giving a spurious (albeit bad) 1C fit. We correct the 
number of events accordingly by taking the number of events for &x2) > 0.20 and 
multiplying this number by 1.25. The difference of the uncorrected and corrected 
event numbers is added to the number of unfitted (multineutral) events. The num- 
bers are then corrected for acceptance losses (-2%). 

At low squared four-momentum transfer t from the photon to the rr+rr-nO sys- 
tem we lose events in which the proton stops inside the target counter. These losses 
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Fig. 4. Energy dependence of the total cross section for the reaction yp + pn+=-. 

are corrected with the help of the t distribution doldt for events with mn+_,o < 
1 .O GeV; the missing events at low t are corrected and the corresponding number of 
events is subtracted from the unfitted events with one unobserved track. 
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Fig. 5. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for the reactions yp + pn+n-no and 

yp -+ na+n+a-. 
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e++ 
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12 3 4 5 6 Ey(GeV) 

Pig. 6. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for the reactions 7p -L p2n+2nW, yp -+ 
p2n’2n-no and yp + n3n+2n-. 

(iv) Unfitted events 

Reactions with more than one neutral particle, like 

yp -+ pmn+mlr- kno , k>2, 

n, -+ n(m + l)n+mfl-R7r” , P>l) 

cannot be fitted. For these events we require the missing mass to be larger than the 
mass of the supposedly missing particles (within errors): 

IMM2 + 2AMM2 I > (2kf$2 . 

IMM2 + 2AMM2 I > (M, + M$2 . 

Ambiguities between several possible hypotheses cannot be resolved in this case. 
The cross sections are given in table 3. Our results are shown in figs. 4-7 together 

with the cross sections from other experiments. 
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Fig. 7. Energy dependence of the total cross sections for the reactions 7p -+ p3n+3n-, ‘yp -+ 

p3n+3n-no and 7p --f n4n’3n-. 

3.3. Resonance production in the channel yp + pn+n- 

In the following sections we describe the procedure to obtain the resonance pro- 
duction cross sections for reactions having three or five charged particles in the final 
state. It should be noted that the cross sections depend on the hypothesis taken into 
account. Therefore systematical errors could be much higher than statistical errors. 
In our results only statistical errors are given. The channel yp -+ pn+n- is dominated 
by p” production and at lower energies by A++( 1236) production. Above E, = 2.3 
GeV we observe some f” production. In figs. 8 and 9 we show the distribution of 
the effective masses for M,+,_ and Mpn+. 

The Dalitz plot shows that the events in the p” region are not equally distributed 
in the prr+ mass. This means that the rr+ is not isotropic in the p” helicity system 
but has a decay angular distribution IV(cos OH, &) - sin20H. (cos OH, cjH are the 
polar and azimuth angle in the helicity system). 

The distribution of the momentum transfer da/d It I(7 + n+r) indicates a peri- 
pheral process and could be fitted by an exponential function da/d It I = do/d It Ilt=O 
exp(-B It I), B is given in table 4 and in ref. [ 1 I] . 

Taking these characteristics into account we used the following fit function in 
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Fig. 8. Reaction ye -+ pn+n-. Distribution of the effective mass M,+,- for (a) 1.6 GeV < E, < 

2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6 GeV < Er < 4.0 GeV and Cc) 4.0 GeV < E,, < 6.3 GeV (not corrected for 
“total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 

order to determine the fractions of p” and A production: 

BWae 
-BAlt A++’ -BAIT I 

BW,e A.0 
-__ 

A++ N 
-+a __ 

A++ 
A0 N 

A0 

BW, w(COS +j, @H)e 
-B, itp I 

+aP 
-~.-~ ~______ + 

l-a,-aAft-aAo 

NP NPS 

with 

N = number of events , 

gj = weight of event , 

aA++, aAO, gp = fractions of A”, A”, p , 

N .++ = normalisation integral (same for NAO , Np, Nps) , 

t,i-t, la0 > tp = squared four-momentum transfers p + pn+, p + pn-, y -+ rr+n- 

For the A( 1236) we use a shape which agrees with that expected from the TN phase 
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yp - prt+lr- 

Mpn+ (GeV) 

Fig. 9. Reaction yp -) prr+n-. Distribution of the effective massMpn+ for (a) 1.6 GeV < Ey < 

2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6’GeV < Ey < 4.0 GeV and (c) 4.0 GeV < E7 < 6.3 GeV (not corrected for 
“total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 

shift S 33 : 

The values of 633 have been taken from phase-shift analysis [ 12 ] , further we use 
q(M) = three-momentum of the n+ in the rest system of a prr+ state with total mass 
M. To take the pu mass shift [2-5,l I] into account (fig. 8) we fitted the p” with 

two models: 

(i) The “parametrization “: The relativistic Breit-Wigner [ 131 function is mul- 
tiplied by (J4&14n,l)n(t). This factor was proposed by Ross and Stodosky [ 141 to 
account for the diffractive character of the p” production in the frame work of vec- 
tor dominance: 

Mrrn MJWmJ n(t) 

BWp = .ITq@Lr) (MZn ~ M;)2 t@r2(Mn,) ’ 

Instead of using an exponent of 4, the data are described more precisely if the ex- 
ponent n(t) is a free parameter depending on the squared four-momentum transfer 

t. The t-dependence of n(t) could be described by the straight line fit 

n(t) = (5.5 + 0.5) - (10.1 + 2S)ltl 

For the mass and width we obtain the fitted values 

MP = (765.1 + 1.2) MeV , rr, = (147.3 f 3.3) MeV 
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Table 4 
Reaction 7p + pp”; parameters of the differential cross sections 

do da -=- 
dltl dlrl t=Oexp(-B’t’) 

Beam energy 
Er GeV) 

“Parametrisation” Interference model 
do do 

dltl 
B B 

t=o dltl r=. 

(GeV/c)-* 

1.6-2.1 205 + 20 7.8 + 0.4 143 + 17 6.1 + 0.4 
2.1-2.6 160 f 13 6.9 5 0.3 135 + 14 5.8 f 0.3 
2.6-3.25 134 + 9 7.6 f 0.3 105 f 9 5.8 * 0.3 

3.25-4.0 128 * 9 8.1 f 0.3 112 f 10 5.7 + 0.3 
4.0-6.3 158 + 13 8.9 f 0.4 135 A 19 8.0 + 0.5 

(ii) The interference model [ 1.51. Here the p” mass shift is explained by an inter- 
ference between a diffractively produced p” and a Drell type background. To avoid 
double counting a rescattering term is added [ 161. 

In our fit BW, is replaced by 

Y gives the relative amounts of the p” and the Drell term. Fp and F,, are the pand 
Drell amplitudes, respectively, 

. ;A t 
Fp = ze P (Op~pe~A~fmin)~Ecms~,s/(~2 - ML -iM,n, 

For G(t) we use the Ferrari-Selleri form factor [ 171. For further details see ref. [3]. 
The resonance fractions obtained must be corrected for events lost due to the 

veto counters. This is done examining the t distributions in p” and A production. 
The corrections are typically 1% for the p” cross section and 18% for the A* cross 
section. 

The corrected cross sections are given in table 5 and in figs. 10 and 11. The cross 
section given for A production is obtained using the “parametrization” for the p” 
production. Some of the p” are produced in the backward direction in the center- 
of-mass system (cos 0 rms < 0). Above E, = 2.3 GeV the effective mass for rr+~ 
shows for cos ~9~~ < 0 the f” meson at 1.270 GeV. To calculate the cross section 
for the ftackw production we use a hand-drawn curve and correct the number of 
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Fig. 10. Energy dependence of the cross section for the reaction yp -+ pp’, using fit (i) (see sub- 

sect. 3.3). 

events for unobserved decay modes. The T+~T- effective mass and the cross sections 
for p” and f” production in backward direction are shown in fig. 12. 

3.4. Resonance production in the channel yp + pn’n-no 

In figs. 13-l 5 we show Mn+r-n~, Mrfn_ , M + 

mass distributions of the reaction yp -+ pn+n-TI an 

O, IV,,_~O, MpT+, Mpn- effective 
. These distributions are not cor- 

J 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
E.,(GeV) 

Fig. Il. Ene rgy dependence of the cross section for the reactions yp + A++a- and yp + Aon+. 
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M,*,-CGeV) 

12 3 4 5 
E6, (GeV) 

Fig. 12. Distribution of the effective mass M,+,_ for 2.3 Q E7 Q 3.25 and cos 8* < 0 and en- 

ergy dependence of the cross sections for backward produced p” and P. 

yp- plT*TI-lc 0 

0.2 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 
M,*,-(GoV) 

Fig. 13. Reaction yp -+ pa+n-no. Distribution of the effective masses M R+n-TI~ andMn+=- for 

(a) 1.6 GeV <ET < 2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6 GeV < ET < 4.0 GeV and (c) 4.0 GeV < ET < 6.3 GeV 
(not corrected for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 
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yp -plL+n-Tc 0 

0.2 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 
Ma-,&G&) 

t’ig. 14. Reaction yp + pn+npnO. Distribution of the effective massesMn+nO and A4 _ o for 

(a) 1.6 GeV < Ey < 2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6 GeV < Ey < 4.0 GeV and (c) 4.0 GeV < Ey <l.lGeV 
(not corrected for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 

yp- pK+K-K” 

1.0 14 1.8 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 1.0 14 18 2.2 
Mpe(GeV) 

Fig. 15. Reaction yp -+ pn'n-no. Distribution of the effective massesMpl,+ and M 0 for 

(a) 1.6 GeV <E,,, < 2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6 GeV < ET < 4.0 GeV and (c) 4.0 GeV <E,, 76.3 GeV 
(not corrected for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 
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Fig. 16. Energy dependence of the cross sections for the reactions yp --t pw, yp + pp’~O, yp -+ 

pp’n-, yp + pp-IT+ and yp - A “p-. The SBT-Data for the reactions with p or A were taken 

from ref. [ 181. 

rected for events in which the proton is stopped inside the target (giving a two-prong 
unfitted event) or where one particle has an angle 19 < 2” with respect to the beam 
axis. Consequently the w peak looks smaller at medium energies than at higher en- 
ergies, due to the different thicknesses of the target counter. 

The w production cross section is obtained by interpolating the background from 

below and above the peak mass region. The corrections for acceptance losses are of 
the order of 15%-3% at different energies. The results are given in table 6 and fig. 

16 where an additional correction for unobserved w decay modes has been applied. 
In addition the cross section for backward produced w (cos B,,, < 0) is given (fig. 

17). 
The n signal is free from background. The n production cross section was cor- 

rected for acceptance losses and unseen decays of the n. Besides the reactions 
yp + pw and yp + pn, we further observed inelastic production of p+, p”, p-, A+, 
A++ and double resonance production of A’+p- and A+p”. 

To determine the cross sections for p, A and PA production we use the maximum 
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Table 6 
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Cross sections of the channel ~p--f prr+n- no (pb); quasi two-body reactions are not included in 

the other corresponding reactions 

Beam energy 

EY (CCV) 1.6-2.1 

Reaction 

pw a) 7.6 f 1.5 

PW a) backw 2.1 f 0.5 

(cos f3 < 0) 

P7) a) 0.6 f 0.4 

IWon0 1.1 ? 0.4 

pP+n- 1.8 f 0.5 

PP-n+ 0.8 * 0.5 
A++n-# 0.5 i 0.3 

A+(+pn’)n+n-- 0.4 + 0.3 
a++p- 3.5 A 0.6 

A+(+pn’)p’ 0.3 f 0.5 
- ._.__~~~~ _~~~ 

2.1-2.6 

5.3 -t 0.5 

0.8 A 0.1 

0.3 ? 0.2 0.1 +_ 0.1 

1.1 + 0.4 1.0 + 0.3 

2.0 f 0.4 2.2 + 0.4 

1.9 + 0.5 1.7 + 0.4 

0.8 f 0.5 1.2 * 0.3 

1.2 + 0.5 1.1 * 0.3 

2.8 * 0.5 0.9 ? 0.4 

0.4 A 0.4 0.0 t 0.3 

a) Corrected for decays other than *+71-n’. 

likelihood fit function 

2.6G3.25 

3.9 i 0.3 

0.13? 0.04 

3.25-4.0 4.0-5.0 5.0-6.3 

1.8 + 0.2 2.7 + 0.5 2.0 + 0.5 

0.14 r 0.05 0.13 + 0.04 

0.1 -t 0.1 0.2 + 0.1 

0.3 + 0.3 0.2 + 0.3 0.0 t 0.3 

1.8 * 0.4 1.2 f. 0.4 1.3 t 0.3 

0.7 f 0.3 0.8 + 0.4 0.9 -r 0.3 

0.8 f 0.3 0.4 + 0.2 0.3 f 0.2 

0.8 ? 0.3 0.0 f 0.2 0.1 f 0.2 
0.5 * 0.2 0.4 t 0.2 0.5 + 0.2 

0.0 * 0.2 0.7 f 0.2 0.6 * 0.2 

L= Cg.ln c ‘: I ( p ‘~(7) + ?‘A($) + E’AQ(~] 

+ (1 - p, A&ui) &o) 

I 

> 

where 

P=P+,P->PO, A = A”, A+, A0 . 

In the fit we use only events outside the o region (MTn,, > 0.88 GeV). f(t) describes 

E, (GeV) 

Fig. 17. Energy dependence of the cross section for backward produced w (cos ecms < 0) in the 

reaction yp + pw. 
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Fig. 18. Reaction up --t n2afn-. Distribution of the effective masses M,+,_ and Mna- for 

(a) 1.6 GeV < Er < 2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6 GeV < ET < 4.0 GeV and (c) 4.0 GeV < Er < 6.3 GeV 

(not corrected for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 

the t distribution of the background and is taken to bef(t) = l/(t - tiz). BW, is the 
relativistic Breit-Wigner function as described in subsect. 3.3 without the factor 

(M,,/M,,)n(f), and BW,, = BW,BW,. For these reactions the corrections for ac- 
ceptance losses are negligible. The results are summarized in table 6 and fig. 16. 

Table 7 
Cross sections of the channel yp + n2n+n- (pb) 

Beam energy 
E, WV) 1.6-2.1 2.1-2.6 2.6-3.25 3.25-4.0 4.0-5.0 5.0-6.3 

Reaction 
-_____ _ _~ ~~ 

np 0 71 + 0.06 + 0.05 1.54 + 0.15 1.32 * 0.25 0.84~ 0.24 0.71 + 0.4 0.95 + 0.45 
A+(-tnn+)nk- 0.02 + 0.05 0 f 0.05 0 + 0.05 0 + 0.05 OkO.2 
A-iT+lT+ 2.13* 0.40 1.60r 0.25 1.17~ 0.30 0.67+ 0.16 0.24+ 0.2 0.15 * 0.15 
A+(-mn+)p’ 0.02 f 0.05 0.25 f 0.10 0.16 f 0.10 0.21 + 0.10 0.2 * 0.2 
nA+ a) 

2 
0.7 + 0.3 0.3 + 0.3 

a) Corrected for decays other than rri~-no. 
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yp - ntc*rc+rt- 

Ill 
El20 
>" 
OlloO 
x 60 

; 60 

2 40 
= 20 

0.4 0.8 1.2 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.6 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 

M,+m-(GeV) 

Fig. 19. Reaction rp -+ n2n+n-. Distribution of the effective massM?r+n+n_ for (a) 1.6 GeV < 

E, < 2.6 GeV, (b) 2.6 GeV < Ey < 4.0 GeV and (c) 4.0 GeV < E, < 6.3 GeV (not corrected 
for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 

3.5. Resonance production in the channel up + n2n’n- 

We show in figs. 18 and 19 the distributions of the effective massesMn+II-, Mnn- 
and M=+=+=_ for the reaction yp + nrr+rr+rr- . This channel is dominated by produc- 

tion of A- and p” while production of At and the two-body reaction yp -+ A+p” 
are unimportant. We use the same fit procedure as described in the previous section. 
To take the two combinations for the p” into account we add the fitted fractions 
for each combination. 

In the photon energy region above E7 > 3.25 GeV we find a small signal for pro- 

duction of the A;. In order to get the fraction of A; we include a term 

aA(lltp-+n)BW,( rr+rr+rr-)/NA into our fit function. At lower energies the phase 
space has its maximum near the A2 mass inhibiting any A2 separation. The cross 

sections are given in table 7. 

3.6. Resonance production in the channel ‘yp -+ p2n’2n- 

In this channel we consider only p o A++ and some A2 production (fig. 20). To , 
take the four combinations of rr’n- for the p into account, and to avoid confusion 
with the sum of all fractions ai being less than one we chose the following likelihood 
function: 

The first sum in the brackets is for the combinations, the second one for the different 
reactions (p, A, AT). The fractions ai are then given by ai = NcombCi. 

For f(t) we use an exponential function exp(-b It I) where b is fitted; the results 
for b, averaged over the whole energy range, are b = 2.3 + 0.5 for p”, b = 1.2 + 0.3 
for Au and b = 1.2 + 0.3 for AT production. The resulting cross sections are shown 
in fig. 21 and table 8. 
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Fig. 20. Reaction yp + p2r’2n-. Di s rr u ran of the effective masses Mn+n_, Mp,+ and t ‘b t’ 

Ma+,+,_,_ for (a) 1.6 GeV < EY < 4.0 GeV and (b) 4.0 GeV < Er < 6.3 GeV (not corrected 

for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 

Table 8 
Cross sections of the channels 7p --t p2nf2n-, yp + p2rr+2n-no and yp --* n3nf2n- (ctb); quasi- 
two-body reactions are not included in the other corresponding reactions 

Beam energy 
Er (GeW 2.1-2.6 2.6-3.25 3.25-4.0 4.0-5.0 5.0-6.0 

yp -+ p2n+2a- 

ppo,+*- 
A++n+2n- 
A++Al 

A+$%- 

rp + p2a+2*-no 

0.3 f 0.3 1.4 i 0.6 2.0 A 0.7 3.1 k 0.8 3.3 + 0.8 
1.9 + 0.5 1.1 f 0.5 0.9 + 0.4 1.5 + 0.3 0.7 f 0.2 

0.5 ?: 0.2 
0.3 + 0.2 0.3 ?: 0.2 

pa+n-w a) 0.5 f 0.2 1.8 zk 0.3 2.0 * 0.3 1.6 f 0.2 
pn+n-r) a) 1.4 L 0.3 2.8 + 0.4 1.0 + 0.3 1.1 A 0.4 
PXO 0.3 * 0.15 0.3 r 0.15 0.3 f 0.1 0.2 f 0.1 
p&r+*-no 0.8 f 0.2 1.1 f 0.3 
A++n+2n-no 1.0 * 0.2 1.3 f 0.3 

___ 

rp + n3n+2n- 

A-3a+n- 0.4 + 0.2 0.5 t 0.2 - --_. 
a) Corrected for unobserved decay modes. 
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Fig. 21. Energy dependence of the reactions yp + pn+n-p0 and yp --t A++nf2n-. 

3.7. Resonance production in the channel yp -+ p277+2n-no 

The mass distributions of this channel show evidence for w, 77, X0, p” and A++ 
production (fig. 22). To calculate the fractions we use the fit procedure described 
in the previous section. For the shape of the w and 17 a Gaussian G = exp(-(m - WZ~)~/ 

yp- p21r’ 2 TL-no 

MK*R-(GeV) M,,+ (GeV) 

110 ’ 1!8 ’ l!O ’ 1!8 ’ 
, 

Msn (GeV) 

Fig. 22. Reaction yp --f p2nf2n-no. Distribution of the effective masses M,+,_, Mp,+, M + _ 
Tin R 

o 

and Mn+A+TT-n-n~ (with M,+,-,. < 0.6 GeV) for (a) 1.6 GeV < Ey < 4.0 GeV and (b) 4.0 

GeV < EY < 6.3 GeV (not corrected for “total losses” (see subsect. 3.1)). 
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Fig. 23. Energy dependence of the cross sections for the reactions yp --t pn+rr-w, YP + prr+~-r) 

and yp --f prj’. 

20;) is used. The widths were characterized by the mass resolution u. = 20 MeV of 
our experiment. To determine a production cross section for the X0 we plot the 
nn+n- mass using all n events. In this distribution the X0 shows up as a peak above 
the background. The cross sections, for w, n and X0 production corrected for un- 
observed decay modes, are given in fig. 23 and table 8. 

yp-n3rc+Zrc- 

Fig. 24. Reaction rp -+ n3n+2rr-. Distribution of the effective mass 

1.b 1.k 1.8 i.‘O 1.4 

t-Inn-(GaV) 

Mn,- for (a) 1.6 GeV < 

E_, < 4.0 GeV and (b) 4.0 GeV < LT_, < 6.3 GeV (not corrected for “total losses” (see subsect. 

3.1)). 
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3.8. Resonance production in the channel yp -+ n3n+2n- 

The only significant resonance signal observed in the mass distributions of this 

channel is the A- (fig. 24). The cross section is determined with the fit described in 
subsect. 3.6 and given in table 8. 

3.9. Resonance production in the channel yp + p~‘n- (+ neutrals) 

In this section we want to look for resonance production in the n+nP(mnO) final 
state with m > 2 where the B” + tirr” -+ rr+n- 2n0 could give a peak at 1.235 GeV 
[3]. In 4% of the no-fit events with three charged outgoing tracks we can distin- 
guish by ionization between events which have a proton or a neutron in the final 
state but of course we know neither the number of rr” nor their momenta. In fig. 
25a we show the invariant mass for events with ltp+p I < 0.5 (GeV/c)2 and 0.34 GeV 
<MT+,_ < 0.58 GeV which is the average mass of the two 7~‘s from the w decay. 
Because the phase space for events with E_r < 4.0 GeV has its maximum near the 
expected B” mass we use only the high energy data with E, Z 4.0 GeV. In fig. 25a 
one can see an enhancement at 1240 MeV. From Monte-Carlo studies we exclude 
that the peak at 1240 MeV is a reflection of A, p or o production. In fig. 2Sb the 
A( 1236) is removed by a cut in the pn+ mass. The solid curve is a background ob- 

tained from phase-space calculations for final states with 4, 5,6 and 7 pions and 
normalized above 1.6 GeV. The mixture of final state pions was taken according to 

the measured cross sections and multiplied by isospin weights [20]. If the peak 
above background at 1240 MeV is due to a B” production we obtain a cross section 

Cl) YP-PX 
Ln+d.neutralsl 

30- L.0 GeV <Ey 43GcV 
034GeV<M,.,- ~0.58GeV 

In 20- 
; 
aI 
zl lo- 

0.4 0:s 112 116 210 2k 
Mx(GeV) 

Fig. 25. (a) Reaction yp * pn+n-(mn’), m > 2. Mass recoiling from proton with It I < 0.5 

(GeV/c)* with selection of 0.34 GeV < M + _ < 0.58 GeV to enhance events with =+rTT- from 
TTA 

w decay. (b) The A(1 236) is removed by a Mp,+ > 1.32 GeV cut. The solid curve gives the back- 

ground. 
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of 

@YP -+ PB’ + pn+n- 2n0)=0.5 20.2 pb 

for 4.0 GeV <ET < 6.3 GeV. 

4. Conclusion 

In this experiment we examined the photoproduction on hydrogen over a wide 
photon energy range (1.666.3 GeV). An energy tagged photon beam and a nearly 

47r trigger on hadronic events in a streamer chamber allowed for recording single 
interactions and assigning to them the photon energy within 1%. With measured ac- 

curacies comparable to those of previous photoproduction experiments with optical 
detectors we analysed all exclusive final states comprised of 3, 5, 7 charged particles 
with or without one neutral particle. 

We report the energy dependence of topological and reaction cross sections. All 
reactions exhibit substantial resonance productions, and in particular p and A( 1236). 
We applied Maximum-Likelihood fits to most of the reactions. The resonance pro- 
duction cross sections obtained are listed. Those cross sections which are also mea- 
sured by previous experiments agree within errors with the published data. 
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